WHEELS ON FIRE
Trek Accelerates
Design Cycles with
Objet 3D Printer
“The fact that we were able to print multiple
iterations quickly enabled the designers
to experiment more and still make all their
deadlines.”
— Mike Zeigle, Trek

Trek slashed its new product development cycle with an
Objet 3D printer.

Award-winning bicycle manufacturer now produces 4X as many prototypes
as before
Trek was founded in 1976 with a simple mission: build the best bikes in the
world. The company has won multiple awards for design and innovation. Mike
Zeigle is the Manager of Trek’s Prototype Development Group. The group has
machining centers and a metal fabrication/welding shop.
Prototyping plays a crucial role in all phases of Trek’s product development
cycles. Building prototypes for the company’s industrial designers, mechanical
engineers, graphic artists and marketing staff keeps Zeigle’s staff of
programmers, machinists and welders busy. In most cases, they are prototyping
bike parts, but occasionally they also prototype tooling mockups and
accessories such as shoes and helmets.

At a Glance
Challenges

• Reduce rapid-prototyping expenses and
accelerate design cycles with in-house
system

Solution

• Objet500 Connex 3D Printing System

Results

• Trek now produces 4x as many
prototypes as before, enabling better
designs and faster time-to-market

When Trek’s annual costs for service bureaus reached $275,000, Trek’s
engineering and design manager decided to purchase an in-house rapid
prototyping system. Zeigle researched stereolithography (SLA) and Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) tools. He quickly
Then a colleague suggested the Objet500 ConnexTM
Unlike the other technologies Zeigle considered, the Objet500 Connex 3D Printer offers the ability to print parts and
assemblies made of multiple model materials with different mechanical or physical properties in a single build. Parts
living hinges, soft touch parts and overmolds that other technologies are incapable of prototyping. The high quality output
and multi-material printing capabilities of the Objet 3D Printer make it possible to closely emulate the look, feel and
function of an exceptionally wide variety of end products.

reduce tooling mistakes that can add weeks or months to a product launch schedule.

designers started prototyping more, it became a full-time job. Our current machine runs all
day long, all week long, and sometimes into the weekend. If we get any busier, we will be
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